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The Fantastic Inventions of Nikola Tesla (Lost Science)Adventures Unlimited Press, 1993


	While a large portion of the European family has been surging westward during the last three or four

	hundred years, settling the vast continents of America, another, but smaller, portion has been doing

	frontier work in the Old World, protecting the rear by beating back the "unspeakable Turk" and

	reclaiming gradually the...
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Out of Character: Surprising Truths About the Liar, Cheat, Sinner (and Saint) Lurking in All of UsHarmony, 2011

	Have you ever wondered why a trumpeter of family values would suddenly turn around and cheat on his wife? Why jealousy would send an otherwise level-headed person into a violent rage? What could drive a person to blow a family fortune at the blackjack tables?

	 

	Or have you ever pondered what might make Mr. Right leave his...
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Microsoft ISA Server 2006 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
It is rare to run into that one product that impresses technical audiences in the way that ISA Server has managed to. As I prepared to write this book, what surprised me was not ISA’s ability to wow and charm Microsoft-centric environments, but its ability to impress the Microsoft-skeptic crowds as well. These are the ones who have been...
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Postmortems from Game Developer: Insights from the Developers of Unreal Tournament, Black and White, Age of Empires, and Other Top-Selling GamesCMP Books, 2003
The popular Postmortem column in Game Developer magazine features firsthand accounts of how some of the most important and successful games of recent years have been made. This book offers the opportunity to harvest this expertise with one volume. The editor has organized the articles by theme and added previously unpublished analysis to reveal...
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Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	My Dear Reader,

	

	This wretched war, the gravest threat humankind has ever faced, is not going well at all.We have suffered major setbacks, as our ruthless adversary has conquered vast territories, leaving little ground controlled by our ragtag band of rebels. Our few surviving generals blame the lack of skills in our fighting...
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Outsmarting Social Media: Profiting in the Age of Friendship MarketingQue, 2012

	The war is on. The titanic battle between Google and Facebook has begun—and you can  use it to earn more profits! In this book, Evan Bailyn reveals how to attract friendship-based recommendations that will motivate customers more than any ad or algorithm. Bailyn explains how today’s...
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Programming Concurrency on the JVM: Mastering Synchronization, STM, and ActorsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	Speed. Aside from caffeine, nothing quickens the pulse of a programmer as
	much as the blazingly fast execution of a piece of code. How can we fulfill
	the need for computational speed? Moore’s law takes us some of the way,
	but multicore is the real future. To take full advantage of multicore, we need
	to program with concurrency...
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Days of Steel Rain: The Epic Story of a WWII Vengeance Ship in the Year of the KamikazeHachette, 2021

	An intimate true account of Americans at war, Days of Steel Rain is an epic drama about an unlikely group of men forced to work together in the face of an increasingly desperate enemy during the final year of World War II.
	


	
		
			Sprawling across the Pacific, this untold story follows the crew of...
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Relax NgO'Reilly, 2003
RELAX NG is a grammar-based schema language that's both easy to learn for schema creators and easy to implement for software developers In RELAX NG, developers are introduced to this unique language and will learn a no-nonsense method for creating XML schemas. This book offers a clear-cut explanation of RELAX NG...
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Excel 2007 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Master the Ribbon, powerful graphics capabilities, and more!
    Your one-stop guide to great-looking spreadsheets that actually mean something    

    Create colorful spreadsheets and charts, use Live Preview, and maximize everything Excel 2007 has to offer! Find just what you need to know about using...
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Battlespace Technologies: Network-Enabled Information Dominance (Artech House Intelligence and Information Operations)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	The era of mechanized warfare is rapidly giving way to the battle for information superiority enabled by electronic technologies that provide data for detailed analysis of enemy forces and capabilities. Supported with over 400 color photographs and illustrations, this new book is written and designed specifically to help non-specialists...
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Troubleshooting Oracle PerformanceApress, 2014

	Troubleshooting Oracle Performance, 2nd Edition is your systematic guide to diagnosing and resolving performance problems in database-backed applications involving Oracle's database engine. Christian Antognini brings a decade and a half experience to his topic. His first edition is one of the most well-respected books in its...
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